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Peter Rabbit 114

e Tale of Peter Rabbit
10am / Corpus Christi / £6 Ages 4-7
Hop along to this charming
interactive puppet show
where The Tale of Peter
Rabbit is brought to life!
Help Peter escape from Mr
McGregor’s garden and help
him on his journey. 

Sponsored by

Robert Douglas-Fairhurst 118

Charles Kingsley’s e Water-Babies
10am / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Academic and writer Robert Douglas-Fairhurst
introduces a new edition of Charles Kingsley’s
children’s fantasy, The Water-Babies, to mark the 150th
anniversary of its first publication. The work is both
one of the strangest and one of the most powerful
children’s books ever published. Douglas-Fairhurst
explores the genesis and context of Kingsley’s tale,
including its linguistic oddities and multiple genres, its
delight in nature and scientific discovery, and its
romance and mythic symbolism. 

Douglas-Fairhurst is a fellow and tutor in English at
Magdalen College, Oxford. He co-edited and wrote an
introduction to the new edition of The Water-Babies.
His Becoming Dickens won the Duff Cooper Prize.

Sponsored by

Robert Douglas-Fairhurst

Ros Asquith 127

Letters from an Alien Schoolboy
translated by Ros Asquith

10am / Christ Church: JCR / £6             Ages 7-10
Did you know that aliens from the planet Faa are living
on earth disguised as humans? And very funny they
find us too! Ros Asquith has been monitoring them.
Join her for this special event and find out what the
aliens have been up to. Ros will show you how to draw
aliens too.

Asquith is one of the funniest writers for children, and
Letters from an Alien Schoolboy was shortlisted for the
Roald Dahl Funny Book Prize. The great-granddaughter
of premier Herbert Asquith, she is also a cartoonist for
The Guardian.

Sponsored by

Ros Asquith
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Alastair Lack 101

Film Oxford with Alastair Lack
11am / Balliol College Lodge / £25 
From Charley’s Aunt to the latest episode of Lewis,
Oxford has proved a magnate for filmmakers and
filmgoers alike. Whether it is a Bollywood spectacular
or Harry Potter, the streets and quadrangles of Oxford
are a familiar background to numerous films. In this
walk, explore the city that has provided the setting for
films as diverse as The Golden Compass and A Yank at
Oxford and hear about ‘film’ Oxonians such as
Rosamund Pike, Emma Watson, Kris Kristofferson and
Rowan Atkinson. The walk lasts two hours and ends at
Christ Church.

Alastair Lack

Box Office 0870 343 1001 • oxfordliteraryfestival.org

A. C. Grayling 105

e God Argument: e Case 
against Religion and for humanism

12 noon / Christ Church: Hall / £11

Humanist, writer and academic A C Grayling deals with
all the arguments against religion and puts forward the
alternative, humanism, in The God Argument, published
on the eve of the festival. Grayling calmly examines all
the points in support of religious belief. He does so
from an understanding of all the reasons and motives
people have for belief, and asks whether the arguments
stand up to scrutiny. Grayling goes on to ask what the
alternative is to religion as a view of the world and
foundation for morality.

Grayling is Master of the New College of the
Humanities, London, and a vice-president of the British
Humanist Association. He has written and edited more
than 30 books on philosophy and other subjects
including The Good Book; Ideas That Matter; Liberty in
the Age of Terror; and To Set Prometheus Free. 
He is a frequent contributor to national newspapers
and BBC radio.

Presented by Centre for Inquiry.
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henrietta Garnett talks to 108
Jenny uglow
Wives and Stunners: 
e Pre-Raphaelites and their Muses

12 noon / Corpus Christi / £11
Can a wife be a muse, and can a muse be a wife?
Henrietta Garnett and Jenny Uglow discuss
interpretations of these terms, and their meaning in
relation to the inspiration the Pre-Raphaelites drew
from women such as Lizzie Siddall, Effie Gray, and
Janey Morris. What mystery did these women possess
that this artistic brotherhood found so compelling?

Garnett’s Wives and Stunners: The Pre-Raphaelites and
Their Muses evokes a vivid picture not just of the
tangled love affairs of the group, but also of their day-
to-day lives – their clothes, their homes, and their
work, illuminating both the private and the public of
their world. Uglow is an award-winning biographer. She
will be discussing her latest work, The Pinecone, at a
separate festival event.

Sponsored by

Henrietta Garnett

Jenny Uglow
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Ian Goldin 106

Divided Nations: Why Global
Governance is Failing

12 noon / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Former vice-president of the World Bank Professor Ian
Goldin looks at the challenges facing the world as a
consequence of rapid globalisation. The deeper
interconnections brought about by urbanisation,
development of technology and the rise of the
Internet have brought great advantages, but, Goldin
argues, they also bring new challenges that spill across
national boundaries. He asks whether existing
structures like the UN and the World Bank can deal
with climate change, finance, pandemics, cyber
security and migration, or whether we need a radical
new approach.

Goldin is director of the University of Oxford’s 
Oxford Martin School. Between 2001 and 2006 he
worked at the World Bank first as director of policy
and then as vice-president. He has published 
15 books including Globalisation for Development:
Meeting new Challenges.
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Calder Walton 112

Empire of Secrets: Espionage at 
the End of Empire

12 noon / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Intelligence historian Calder Walton ranges from
wartime espionage through shady communications
with African dictators to violent counter insurgencies
fought in the jungles of Malaya and Kenya as he
chronicles the work of British secret services in the
final days of empire and during the Cold War. He
uncovers CIA plots, covert activities in the colonies,
KGB assassinations, and failed coups sponsored by the
British and Americans. Walton is among a new
generation of young intelligence historians. This, his
first book, is based on recently declassified intelligence
records and is full of events straight out of a spy novel.

Walton has published widely on intelligence history
and has contributed to a number of books on British
foreign policy and international relations. He was one
of the main researchers on Christopher Andrew’s
authorised history of M15. 

Calder Walton

Box Office 0870 343 1001 • oxfordliteraryfestival.org

Marcus Moore and 122
Sara-Jane Arbury
Oxford Word Wizards

12 noon / Christ Church: JCR / £6             Age 7+
Prepare to be wowed by the wonderful world of words.
Get the gift of the gab and add vim to your vocab as
these lively linguists dip into dictionaries and provide
top tips on becoming a word wizard. There’ll be lots of
silly games in the playground of puns. A must for all
budding young writers!

Marcus Moore and
Sara-Jane Arbury

Aleksandar hemon talks to 123
Bill heine
e Book of My Lives

12 noon / Christ Church: Festival Room 1 / £11 
Novelist Aleksandar Hemon talks about his first work
of non-fiction, The Book of My Lives, a personal memoir
that follows his life from the days of playing street
soccer in his home city of Sarajevo, to war in the
Balkans, a flight from Sarajevo, and a new life in
Chicago. The work is much more than a memoir, it is
about a love for two cities, the bonds of family, and an
exhortation to go out and play soccer.

Hemon, who now lives in Chicago,  is the author of a
number of novels including The Lazarus Project, which
was a finalist for both the National Book Award and
the National Book Critics Circle Award. Here he talks to
BBC Radio Oxford broadcaster Bill Heine.

Aleksandar Hemon

Photo: Velibor Bozovic

Supported by 

Ian and Carol Sellars
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Shirley hughes, Clara Vulliamy, 115
Ed Vulliamy and Tom Vulliamy
Shirley hughes: Keeping it in 
the Family

2pm / Corpus Christi / £6
One of our best-loved children’s writers and
illustrators, Shirley Hughes attributes her love of
drawing and writing to an idyllic Liverpool childhood
where much time was spent making up fantasy worlds
and occasionally going to the cinema. With her
children, Clara Vulliamy, Ed Vulliamy and Tom Vulliamy,
she discusses the family business and muses on how
writing has taken all three in contrasting directions. A
fascinating insight into what makes writers tick.

Hughes is known for the Alfie books; writer and
illustrator Clara for The Bear with Sticky Paws and
Martha and the Bunny Brothers; and Ed for his work as a
war correspondent and author of The War is Dead, Long
Live the War. 

Sponsored by

Shirley Hughes
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Spot the Dog 116

Where is Spot?
2pm / Christ Church: JCR / £6                    Age 3+
Spot: Where’s Spot? Have
you seen him? Come along
and join in the fun with this
storytelling session featuring
games, dancing, plus a
chance to meet the world’s
most lovable puppy.

Sponsored by

Roger Lovegrove 107

Islands Beyond the horizon
2pm / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Roger Lovegrove tells the stories of 20 of the remotest
islands in the world. The former director of the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds ranges far and wide
from the Arctic and Antarctic to the Atlantic and
Pacific. There are familiar islands such as South Georgia
and St Kilda and lesser-known ones such as Halfmoon
Island, a haven for penguins near the Antarctic, and
tropical Tuamotu in French Polynesia. Lovegrove shows
how humans have had an impact on these island
paradises, exploiting birds for food and eliminating
native vegetation. And he reveals the fragile beauty
and wildlife that still gives these islands their mystique.

Lovegrove was director of the RSPB for 27 years. He
has written ten books including Birds of Wales, The Red
Kite’s Tale and Silent Fields.

Roger Lovegrove
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Manil Suri and Prajwal Parajuly 117

e Land Where I Flee and 
e City of Devi

2pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Two Indian novelists, one well
established and one new, discuss
their books and writing. Professor
Manil Suri was born in Bombay
and now lives and works in the

United States as professor of
mathematics and affiliate professor of

Asian studies at the University of Maryland. He is
author of international bestseller The Death of Vishnu,
The Age of Shiva and, most recently, The City of Devi.
His fiction has won several awards and has been
translated into 27 languages.

Oxford student Prajwal Parajuly became the youngest
Indian to sign an international book contract when he
recently put pen to paper on a five-figure deal with
Quercus. Parajuly, a student on Oxford’s creative
writing MSc course, is the youngest writer on
Quercus’s books and publishes a collection of short
stories, The Ghurka’s Daughter, in December 2012 and
his first novel, The Land Where I Flee, in 2013. Parajuly
grew up in north-eastern India, the son of an Indian
father and Nepalese mother. His writing deals with the
experiences of Nepalis in Nepal, India, Britain and the
United States.

Manil Suri

Prajwal Parajuly

Tim Stanley-Clarke 128

A Special Tasting of Graham's 
Vintage Port

2pm / Christ Church: Hall / £20
Established in 1820, the name Graham's is synonymous
with the greatest vintage ports. Centred on the famous
Quinta dos Malvedos in the remote and beautiful
Douro Valley in Northern Portugal, Graham's
consistently produces outstanding vintage port. Vintage
port is produced, on average, only three times in a
decade and in tiny quantities compared to the great
chateaux of Bordeaux.

At today's tasting, port expert Tim Stanley-Clarke will
be showing a selection of seven different vintages from
Graham's. Starting with the youthful 2000 and going
back through the years to the classic 1980. This is a
unique opportunity to taste and compare seven
different vintages of one of the world's greatest wines.

The late Auberon Waugh wrote of Tim Stanley-Clarke: 
“I have learnt to value his judgement, enjoy his
hospitality, rejoice in his company, and above all, open
my eyes to the spendour of the wines he promotes.”

Supported by 

Tim Stanley-Clarke 

Photo: K
T Bruce
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3.30pm / Sheldonian Theatre / £11-£25
Prolific author Alexander McCall Smith is one of the
most popular writers in the world. In 2013, he celebrates
the 15th anniversary of the publication of the first No 1
Ladies’ Detective Agency novel, a series that has sold 20
million copies and kickstarted his full-time career as a
writer. The series features Precious Ramotswe,
Botswana's leading, and only, female private detective.
McCall Smith’s output also includes the 44 Scotland
Street novels, the Isabel Dalhousie novels, the Von
Igelfeld series and the Corduroy Mansions novels. The
novels have been translated into 46 languages and have
been global bestsellers.

McCall-Smith’s most recent novel is Trains and Lovers,
the story of four strangers who meet on a train journey
between Edinburgh and London and of how love touched
their lives in different ways. It was described by The
Scotsman as ‘the best thing McCall Smith has written so
far’. 

In 2011 HRH The Princess Royal and poet and novelist
Ben Okri launched the Festival’s Africa programme as
part of the commitment to celebrating that continent’s
literature and culture.

Today’s event is being generously supported by the
festival’s Global Banking Partner, HSBC Bank plc, in aid
of two African charities, Amani Children’s Home and
Patti Boulaye’s support for Africa.

Amani Children’s Home (www.amanikids.org) is
dedicated to the protection of Tanzania’s vulnerable
street children. It was founded by Tanzanians and, over
the last decade, has rescued hundreds of children from
a life on the streets, providing them with healthy food,
education, counselling and medical care.

Support for Africa (www.pattiboulaye.com/charity)
was founded by the singer and actor Patti
Boulaye and is now the main focus of her
work. The aim of the charity is to inform
people in the developed world of the
terrible effect AIDS is having on the people
of Sub-Saharan-Africa and to raise funds for
medical help and to increase awareness in Africa. 

Alexander McCall Smith 104

Trains and Lovers and No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency

Alexander McCall Smith
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Jenny uglow 103

e Pinecone: e Story of 
Forgotten Romantic Sarah Losh

4pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
Sarah Losh built Wreay
Church in Cumbria in
1842. It is one of the
most unusual and
inspiring churches of
the Victorian era.
Biographer Jenny Uglow
uncovers the incredible
story behind the church
and its builder. Losh
was born into a family
of wealthy Cumbrian
industrialists and had a
zest for progress and
love of the past. She let
her imagination flow in
the church, which includes carvings of ammonites,
scarabs and poppies; an arrow piercing the wall; a
tortoise gargoyle launching itself into the air; and her
signature pinecones everywhere. The Pinecone is also
the story of the Losh family, friends of Wordsworth and
Coleridge, and a story of village life of the time. 

Uglow grew up in Cumbria. Her works include award-
winning biographies of Elizabeth Gaskell and William
Hogarth. Nature’s Engraver: A Life of Thomas Bewick
won the National Arts Writers Award 2007 and A
Gambling man: Charles II and the Restoration was
shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize 2010. 

Sponsored by

Jenny Uglow

Andrew Miller talks to 102
Jem Poster
Pure

4pm / Christ Church: Blue Boar  / £11
Andrew Miller talks to fellow writer Jem Poster about
his 2012 Costa Book of the Year, Pure. The novel is set
in a Parisian cemetery in the run-up to the French
Revolution. It is the story of an engineer ordered by
the king to destroy a cemetery overflowing with the
dead. Pure was described as a ‘vivid rendition’ of the
era by the Costa judges.

Miller’s first novel, Ingenious Pain, was published in
1997 and won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize for
Fiction, the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award
and the Grinzane Cavour prize in Italy. He has since
written five novels: Casanova, Oxygen, which was
shortlisted for the Whitbread Novel Award and the
Booker Prize in 2001, The Optimists, One Morning Like 
a Bird, and Pure. 

Poster is a poet and novelist, academic director of the
Sunday Times Oxford Literary Festival, and former
professor and chair of creative writing at 
Aberystwyth University.

Andrew Miller





William Makepeace Thackeray
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Charles Fitzroy 110

e Sultan’s Istanbul on Five 
Kurush a Day

4pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 1 / £11
Seasoned traveller
Charles Fitzroy looks back
to the days of the
Ottoman Empire and the
era of the Grand Tour in
his engaging and
informative guide to
Istanbul. Fitzroy offers all
the practical information
you need for a trip to
Istanbul but also takes a
step back in time to show
what life would have
been like in the Sultan’s
harems and for the
merchants, imams, whirling dervishes and opium
addicts of the city.

Fitzroy runs Fine Art Travel, which leads tours to
Istanbul and many other European locations. He is also
author of Renaissance Florence on Five Florins a Day.

Charles Fitzroy

Ronald Blythe and 109
henrietta Garnett
People and Places: ‘e land of 
spices, something understood’ 
George herbert

4pm / Bodleian: Delegates Room / £25 
(includes tea and cakes)
Join Ronald Blythe and Henrietta Garnett in the
intimate surroundings of the Delegates Room as they
share the stories of their extraordinary lives of
literature, art, and beautiful buildings. Be part of this
fascinating conversation as their connections and
inspirations unfold. A treasure trove of writers from
George Herbert, to John Clare, to Virginia Woolf, and
artists such as Picasso, Cedric Morris, and John Nash.
The beautiful homes at Hilton Hall, Charleston, and
Bottengoms Farm dating from the 1600s.

Blythe and Garnett’s discussion draws upon their
worlds of the ordinary and the extraordinary, the
people and the places. 

Blythe is a writer and essayist best known for
Akenfield, Portrait of an English Village and his weekly
contribution to the Church Times – one of the most
elegant and thoughtful columns in British Journalism –
Guardian. Henrietta Garnett is author of several
memoirs including a biography of her ancestor Anny
Thackeray, the daughter of the novelist and aunt of
Vanessa Bell and Virginia Woolf.

20 tickets only

Sponsored by

Ronald Blythe
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Dan Smith, Ian Goldin 126
and David Goodhart

Where Will We Be in 2050?
4pm / Corpus Christi / £11
Three speakers with an eye on the future take out their
crystal balls and assess where the world will be by the
middle of the 21st century.

Dan Smith is secretary-general of International Alert
and former director of the International Peace
Research Institute. He is author of The State of the
World Atlas and The Atlas of War and Peace. David
Goodhart is director of the think tank DEMOS, and the
editor-at-large of Prospect magazine, which he
founded in 1995. He was previously senior
correspondent for the Financial Times and recently
published The British Dream: Success and Failure in
Immigration Since the War. Ian Goldin is director of the
University of Oxford’s Oxford Martin School. Between
2001 and 2006 he worked at the World Bank, first as
director of policy and then as vice-president. He has
published 15 books including the recent Divided
Nations: Why Global Governance is Failing. 

Cathy Cassidy 124

Afternoon Cake and Crafts with
Cathy Cassidy

4pm / Christ Church: Hall / £12 
(including tea and cake)
Come and meet best-
selling author of The
Chocolate Box Girls
series, Cathy Cassidy,
for an afternoon filled
with cupcakes and
crafts. Hear Cathy tell
you all about her
writing as well as her
top tips for friendship
and daydreaming.
During the event you
will get to enjoy tea
and cake with Cathy
and let your
imagination and
creativity take over
with friendship
bracelet making,
cupcake decorating,
and bookmark
designing.

Sponsored by Cathy Cassidy 

Photo: Louise Llew
elyn

David Goodhart
Supported by 

Ian and Carol Sellars

Dan Smith Ian Goldin
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Lawrence Goldstone talks to 113
Ross King
Inherently unequal: Racial Bigotry
and uS Law

6pm / Christ Church: Festival Room 2 / £11
The United States was a nation conceived in

slavery. Four of its first five
presidents were slave owners,
and slavery was either
tolerated or avoided in both
the Declaration of
Independence and the

Constitution. Failure to deal with
this issue would ultimately lead to the most
destructive war in the nation’s history. 
Yet this legacy continued long after the end of the
Civil War. 

Historian and novelist Lawrence Goldstone, author of
the highly praised works Dark Bargain and Inherently
Unequal, flies in from the United States to be at the
festival. He will talk to fellow writer Ross King about
the ongoing problems of racial bigotry and the unequal
application of law in the United States. 

Lawrence Goldstone

Photo: W
endy Kann

Roger McGough 111

As Far As I Know
6pm / Sheldonian Theatre / £11-£25

Popular Mersey Beat performance poet Roger
McGough reads from his latest work As Far As I
Know. Hilarious and surreal, McGough is a poet of
many voices. Menace and melancholy there may be,
but with plenty of McGough’s characteristic wit and
wordplay too.

Newly elected President of the Poetry Society,
McGough has been honoured with a CBE for
services to literature and the Freedom of the City of
Liverpool. His work includes hit songs Lily The Pink
and the Aintree Iron with comedy poetry and music
trio The Scaffold, membership of The Scaffold
successor the GRIMMS, The Mersey Sound poetry
anthology with Adrian Henri and Brian Patten, and
presenting the long-running BBC Radio 4
programme Poetry Please. McGough is also
appearing at one of the festival’s children’s events
to read from An Imaginary Menagerie.

This event is suitable for adults and those aged 14+.

‘rueful, unpredictable observation to please the
sharpest wits’ The Independent

‘a poemy torch in dark corners’
Ian McMillan Poetry Review
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Jon Ronson 125

Lost at Sea: e Jon Ronson 
Mysteries

6pm / Corpus Christi / £11
Award-winning writer and documentary maker Jon
Ronson is fascinated by madness, strange behaviour
and the mysteries of the human mind. Here he collects
together some of the best of his adventures. They
include going on patrol with America’s real-life
superheroes, going to a UFO convention in the Nevada
Desert with Robbie Williams, and asking a robot
whether it had a soul. His travels have taken him to
meet a man preparing to welcome aliens to Earth and
a man who tried to split the atom in his kitchen.

Ronson is author of three bestsellers, Them: Adventures
with Extremists; The Men who Stare at Goats (made into
a Hollywood movie starring George Clooney and Ewan
McGregor) and The Psychopath Test. 

Jon Ronson

Sam Willis 119

In the hour of Victory: Sailors on
Britain’s Greatest Naval Triumphs

6pm / Christ Church: Blue Boar / £11
Maritime historian and archaeologist Sam Willis
explains how he stumbled across a little-known
collection of letters in the British Library written by
British admirals, captains, surgeons and boatswains in
the late 18th and early 19th centuries. They were
bound together by the Royal Navy as a record of
military dominance at sea unsurpassed in the nation’s
history. Willis uses the letters to paint a fresh picture of
the Royal Navy’s commanders of the day and to throw
fresh light on famous naval triumphs such as Trafalgar.

Willis is honorary fellow of the University of Exeter’s
Centre for Maritime Historical Studies and also a fellow
of the Royal Historical Society and of the Society of
Antiquaries.

Sponsored by

Sam Wilis

Photo: w
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Opening Festival Dinner 129

To mark the launch of the new
programme on American literature
and culture

7.30 pm Dinner in the Divinity School / £95 
(to include wines)

Hosted by the Virginia G. Piper Center for
Creative Writing, Arizona State University

To celebrate the exceptional contribution of the
United States of America to world
literature and culture, each year
the festival will assemble
distinguished novelists, writers
and speakers to lecture, debate

and discuss the history, current
standing and possible evolution of

American letters and society.

The founding partners of this programme are the
Bodleian Libraries, Arizona State University, and the
Rothermere American Institute of the University of
Oxford.

The dinner will be staged in the dramatic interior of
the 15th-century Divinity School and provides an
opportunity to meet visiting American speakers as well
as leading authorities from the UK on all aspects of
American studies. 

Interior of the Divinity School

Photo: G
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Landscape Landscript

2 FOR 1  
OFFER 

Tickets £6/£4/Under 18s free  
Open Tues–Sun & Bank Holidays 10am–6pm 
www.ashmolean.org

Present this page  
when buying tickets
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  Come to our annual Desert Nights, Rising 
Stars writers conference

  Take one of our Piper Writers Studio 
workshops in-person or online globally 

  Online certificate in Writing the Novel, 
coming Fall 2013

Learn more about the Virginia G. Piper 
Center for Creative Writing and how to 
get involved:

    facebook.com/PiperCenter
 @PiperWriters

www.asu.edu/piper

A creative hub in the Southwestern United States,  
bringing together distinguished writers from across the world

Offering a diverse range of programs to writers of all levels and interests:


